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examples cited, the theory is not separated from practice, 
which helps ground the articles in current realities and 
pushes ethical discussions in empowering directions. 
 These essays are the result of a conference held in 
2005 inspired by the archived work of Silas T. Rand, a 
missionary who listened to and gathered Mi’kmaq stories 
in the mid-1800’s. Many academics, filmmakers, histori-
ans, and community members have been involved with 
researching and discussing the many layers of historical 
and community interpretation of these stories. 
 While making for a slim volume, these nine essays (by 
Andrea Bear Nicholas, Stephen J. Augustine, Catherine 
Martin, Greg Young-Ing, Drew Mildon, Sophie McCall, 
Michele Grossman, Tasha Hubbard, and Qwo-Li Drisk-
ill, with an introduction by Renée Hulan and Renate 
Eigenbrod) cover an impressive scope of current issues 
concerning Aboriginal oral traditions. As those working 
in the area of oral history know, much has been written 
about the historical evolution of Euro-western culture that 
privileged the western written mode of communication 
over Aboriginal oral traditions. This collection repre-
sents a post-Delgamuukw v. British Columbia look at the 
theory, practice, and ethics involved when conducting 
Aboriginal oral history research. 
 All the authors are trying in their own ways to de-
colonize ingrained practices and approaches and stress 
the importance of oral narratives in their communal con-
texts. They provide us with many examples and options 
for changing practices and attitudes. There are several 
areas of focus for these essays that, when woven together, 
form an imaginative and challenging read. The topics of 
ethics, authority, and community validation are often the 
main themes interlacing the essays. Whatever the topic 
or practice, many of the authors advocate going back to 
the community for validation and interpretation. This is 
one of the collection’s strengths. There is a need for oral 
history practitioners who are working with Aboriginal 
communities to reflect on and learn from examples of 
how projects can become part of the community and how 
this process is often part of community healing. 
 My only criticism is that the collection is a bit uneven 
in terms of the length and depth of the articles. Articles 
are as brief as 6 pages or as comprehensive as 26 pages, 
which interrupts the flow of the larger discussion. 
 Qwo-Li Driskill ends the collection by saying that 
“we can continue oral traditions and imagine new sto-
ries for a decolonized future.” As historians, oral history 
practitioners, or academics we need to be continually 
looking at decolonizing approaches and processes, and 
this book provides many examples and poses many 
important questions. Maureen Simpkins, Aboriginal 
and Northern Studies, University College of the North, 
Thompson, Manitoba.
Loren Eiseley: Commentary, Biography, and Re-
membrance. Edited by Hilda Raz. Introduction by Scott 
Slovic. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2008. xxi 
+ 69 pp. $9.95 paper.
 This little book is a nice addition to the Loren Eiseley 
shelf in my home library. Much has been written about 
Eiseley’s life, thought, and work, but he still remains little 
known to the public at large. As authors of essays in this 
volume testify from various angles, Eiseley’s writings are 
a rich reservoir of notions and emotions that connect hu-
mans to nature, life, and to themselves. The essays were 
first published in the Fall 1997 issue of Prairie Schooner, 
the journal in which the 20-year-old Eiseley published his 
first poem in 1927. 
 Scott Slovic’s introductory chapter is a thoughtful 
overview of Eiseley as a nature writer and deserves 
reading more than once. In the first essay poet Howard 
Nemerov gives a reminiscence of his “distant friend.” 
The longest essay (“Eiseley in Lincoln”) by Gale Chris-
tianson (author of Fox at the Wood Edge: A Biography of 
Loren Eiseley, 1990) sheds light on the early influences 
in Eiseley’s life. Naomi Brill (last essay) continues this 
theme by emphasizing that Eiseley came from a child-
hood of suffering and loneliness, but, thanks to his sen-
sitiveness to nature, he came to love the small things that 
are easily lost from our ordinary view. Eiseley’s long-
time secretary Caroline Werkley remarks that Eiseley’s 
ability to see magic and mystery everywhere would have 
made him a shaman in ancient tribes as it made him a 
scientist in our age.
 Fred Carlisle (author of Loren Eiseley: The Devel-
opment of a Writer, 1983) aptly characterizes Eiseley’s 
writings (his “literary achievement”) as having four 
layers: science, autobiography, poetry, and metaphysics. 
Eiseley, I believe, was also a writer of four seasons. Peter 
Heidtmann (author of Loren Eiseley: A Modern Ishmael, 
1991) picks up the “autumn” side of Eiseley as “an iso-
late haunted by darkness.” Erleen Christensen argues 
that Eiseley as an evolutionary scientist saw time back-
ward, expressed in millions of years, and thus uncovered 
death and the reality of “zero.” Ben Howard starts from 
the same premise and then attempts to “speak of Eise-
ley’s gift for evoking the spiritual condition of man in 
a state of grace.” I wish Howard’s three-page essay had 
been longer.
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 Of Eiseley’s 14 published books (prose, poetry, and 
anthology), four of them were particularly present in the 
minds of this volume’s writers: The Immense Journey; 
The Unexpected Journey; The Night Country; and All the 
Strange Hours. The last two are mostly autobiographical 
while the first two are Eiseley’s thoughts on nature and 
life. This volume, written by eminent scholars on Eiseley, 
introduces the reader to the world of a great mind. As a 
geoscientist interested in Eiseley’s writings and reflec-
tions, I learned much from it. Rasoul Sorkhabi, Energy 
and Geoscience Institution, University of Utah.
Sharing Our Stories of Survival: Native Women Sur-
viving Violence. Edited by Sarah Deer, Bonnie Clair-
mont, Carrie A. Martell, and Maureen L. White Eagle. 
Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press, 2008. xviii + 362 pp. 
Notes, glossary, index. $85.00 cloth, $29.95 paper.
 Sharing our Stories of Survival is a heartbreaking 
and compelling presentation of Native women surviving 
violence. The text is a timely collaborative offering of 
essays and poetry, given the international attention on 
human rights and violence plaguing Indigenous women. 
Its appeal, as Tillie Blackbear says, is the spirit in which 
the book was written, with “survivors at the center of the 
analysis.” There are a multitude of writers, yet it is the 
voices of Native women and survivors that compel us 
to consider the circumstances out of which the volume 
arose and for what purpose is was meant. Native women 
are experiencing the highest incidences of violence of 
any ethnic women in the United States, and their safety is 
mediated by systems that have not historically protected 
them. 
 The volume is organized in four sections: an introduc-
tion and overview; stories of survival from survivors; ad-
vocacy; and practice within tribal legal systems. Included 
in the collection is a chapter contextualizing advocates as 
perhaps the heart of the current response and the primary 
source of support and social change for victims. “There is 
a sense of futility and exasperation among Native wom-
en,” Brenda Hill claims, “because we continue to suffer 
the highest rates of domestic violence, sexual assault, and 
murder in America, even given the resources of VAWA 
(Violence Against Women Act).” Most Americans take 
for granted the basic human right of personal safety. Hill 
wants us to realize that personal safety for Native women 
is critical, and the ability of criminal justice systems, 
“especially underfunded tribal systems, to hold offend-
ers accountable, much less make significant changes in 
their behaviors and attitudes toward women,” is simply 
not occurring in the manner it needs to. The situation 
thus “warrants a critical analysis of the assumptions and 
expectations surrounding the current societal response to 
violence against women.”
 For most Native nations historically the role of women 
as mothers was central to Indigenous culture and Native 
lifeways. Native women in many tribes had control over 
children, agricultural resources, and home life. Through-
out the text many of the writers explain how colonization 
and non-Native belief systems were forced upon tribes in 
ways that continue to marginalize Native women into the 
21st century. 
 The poems positioned at the beginning and end of 
each essay provide a constant rhythm of Native women’s 
voices reminding the reader of the current and ongo-
ing difficulties in negotiating basic personal safety and 
trauma in everyday life. This text is not simply timely 
but an important testimony that chronicles state, fed-
eral, and tribal system challenges that must improve to 
protect Native women and children and hold offenders 
accountable. 
 Perhaps too basic for those specialized in Indian 
Country practice, the book nonetheless is an invaluable 
resource useful within academe and a must read for 
everyone new or inexperienced with tribal community 
issues. Given how few texts truly deal comprehensively 
with this topic, it should be required reading for students 
studying Indigenous issues in any college setting. Roe 
Bubar, Department of Ethnic Studies and School of So-
cial Work, Colorado State University.
New Faces in New Places: The Changing Geography of 
American Immigration. Edited by Douglas S. Massey. 
New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2008. viii + 370 pp. 
Photographs, references, index. $42.50 cloth. 
 Patterns of immigration to the U.S. have been 
changing since the 1990s. The geographic dispersion 
of immigrants away from traditional urban gateways—
New York, Los Angeles, Houston, Miami, and Chica-
go—into smaller communities throughout the country 
means that millions of native-born Americans lacking 
any experience with foreigners are now, for the first 
time in living memory, having direct and sustained 
contact with unassimilated immigrants. The newcom-
ers settle in small towns as well as large cities, in the 
middle of the country as well as the coasts. Especially 
relevant to Great Plains Research readers, the new im-
migrants have discovered the Middle West, the Plains 
states, and the South. 
